Maintenance Electrician :
As a Maintenance Electrician , you take care of the preventive and curative maintenance operations on the site in
Flanders in the field of electrical techniques to safeguard continuity. You are also responsible to make
improvements on the existing installations / processes The electrician must respect the procedures in carrying out
his duties in order to guarantee the safety of the goods and their colleagues. Your Main Duties are : * The curative
maintenance: realizes the diagnosis and ensures the repairs of the breakdowns reported by the shift managers or
by the Maintenance department. * The preventive maintenance in function of the planning made by his
hierarchical manager, he realizes the certain checks and interventions. * Realizes electrical interventions on the
entire site: at the request of the shift manager or on the basis of his observations during his preventive inspection
round. He must inform the shift manager and give him the necessary explanation. * Realization of the emergency
interventions on the main installations of the line to ensure the durability of the material. * Suggestions for
improvements to the installations and also implement these after agreement of the hierarchical controller. *
Ensuring the maintenance of the material according to an operational method determined by the maintenance
department. * Ensuring safety by following the rules and procedures that apply to every intervention. *
Maintaining and keeping the workshop and warehouse of the maintenance department clean and according to
the 5S method. * Keeping the places and workstations clean where he makes interventions according to the 5S
method. * The completion of a daily report in order to be able to realize an optimal transfer and inform the
controller.

Profile :
* Control of industrial electricity, knowledge of electro-pneumatics and basic knowledge of automation
* Perfect knowledge of the machines on the site
* Control the safety rules and consignments that are applied in different places
* Being able to identify / identify the breakdowns , to report a problem and solve it
* Reading an electrical scheme
* No fear of heights and experience as a forklift driver are an asset
* The ability to adapt permanently to the new technologies and materials
* Basic PLC (Siemens S5 / S7)
* Language skills: very good English .

Offer :
Salary package :
- Salary starts at 16,08 euro/h
Supplements : Morning shift : + 6% , Afternoon shift : + 6% , Night shift : + 25%
Mealvouchers : 8 euro/day
Transport refund

Interested ?
Send us your resume to International Mobility at international.mobility@adecco.be with reference “
Maintenance Electrician “
https://www.vdab.be/jobs/vacatures/56763060/maintenanceelectrician?sinds=9000&p=1&trefwoord=maintenance%20electrician
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